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There were no means to stop the attack. Imru was
already within sight of Adi Quala. If troops were sent back
from Adowa, Adowa or Axum would be attacked by Imru's
reserves. They could not be weakened.
In desperation, Badoglio turned to the air force. His
instructions to them were that Adi Quala was to be
defended at all costs. They knew what that meant.
On Sunday, December 22, squadrons, I do not know
how many, rained yperite on Imru's advanced party. For
the first time in the history of the world, a people supposedly
white used poison gas upon a people supposedly savage.
To Badoglio, Field Marshal of Italy, must be attributed
the glory of this difficult victory.
Some were blinded. When others saw the burns spread
upon their arms and legs and felt the increasing pain,
whose source and end they could not understand and for
whose cure they had no medicine, Imru's men broke and
fled. The moral effect was even more terrible than the
material. From their easy perches in high heaven the
Italians could see with their own eyes, and with a feeling
of rich treasure trove, an Ethiopian force jerked suddenly
backward, horrified and scattered. Bombing had never
shown such fine aesthetic results. Total dispersion.
With a sudden taste for gas they poured the residue from
their machines on the reserves of Imru, in the Takkaze
valley.
At the new year, gas bombs were dropped on Mulugeta's
forces on Amba Aradam. The Red Gross Unit, which
treated thirty cases for burns, was bombed with high
explosive.
Experiments in the burning of Ethiopians from the air
were opened on all fronts. At Bulale in the Ogaden, gas-
bombs were dropped on December 30 and 31, and the
Red Cross Unit which dealt with them was bombed with
high explosive on the same occasion.
It was just before the Swedish Ambulance at Malka
Didaka on the Ganale Doria was blown to pieces, that they
too received their first gas patients.
The yperite or mustard gas used was outlawed by the
Geneva Convention of 1925, of which Italy was a signatory.
It is an invisible liquid and the smallest drop burns the
skin. The burn spreads indefinitely and causes intense pain.

